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Farmers understand climate variability

•
•
•
•
•

Major farming and water supply investments tied to multi-year drought risk
Climate risk affected by both natural variability and climate change
Need to better understand the risk of multi-year to multi-decadal rainfall deficits
Palaeoclimate data can help fill a crucial knowledge gap
Our research aims to bridge climate research and practice: snapshot today!
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Current drought and motivating questions

50% chance of El
Niño this year
Motivating questions:
• What are the drivers of our current climate?
• What is the likely range of natural drought variability?
• What additional challenges does climate change pose?
@benhenley
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Recent ENSO event impacts
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Pacific Decadal Variability
Published indices for the IPO and PDO
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Newman et al. (2016) The Pacific decadal oscillation, revisited,
Henley et al. (2015) A tripole index for the Interdecadal Pacific Oscillation, Clim. Dyn.

A Tripole Index for the IPO: a new index

Method:
1. Remove seasonal cycle
2. TPI = SST2 – 0.5(SST1+SST3)
3. Low pass filter (if desired)

• The index tracks sea surface temperatures in three large regions
• Data now published regularly and available from NOAA
@benhenley

Henley et al. (2015), A Tripole Index for the Interdecadal Pacific Oscillation. Clim. Dyn.

The influence of El Niño’s “cranky uncle” El Tio
on Global Temperatures
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Henley et al. (2017) Glob. Plan Chg; Henley & King (2018) GRL
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Impacts of Pacific Decadal Variability

The correlation coe$cients between the SOI and
these important climate-related variables are presented
in Table 1. The table indicates that the IPO does indeed
modulate ENSO's in#uence on Australia. Variations in
rainfall, for example, are only signi"cantly correlated
with the SOI when the IPO index is negative. The
contrast is really quite remarkable, with correlation
coe$cients of 0.7 during the negative phase but only 0.1
during the positive phase. This e!ect is not restricted to
rainfall, it also extends to maximum surface temperature, river #ow and the domestic wheat crop. Further
illustration of the modulation is given in Fig. 4, which
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PDV and drought risk
Including
Pacific
Decadal
Variability

HENLEY ET AL.: IMPACT OF CLIMATE DRIVERS ON DROUGHT RISK

Cotton?

New research proposal to
better understand PDV
(currently under review)
@benhenley

Figure 5. Short-term drought risks for the CIMSS mo
levels expressed as a proportion of the annual yield D
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Decadal 5.2. Comparing CIMSS and AR(1)-BC Rainfall
VariabilityModels
[ ] The CIMSS rainfall model produced significantly
44

different short-term drought risks to the AR(1)-BC model
with all other parameters kept the same. For scenario 1, the
PDO-IPO entering a negative state, the CIMSS-modeled
short-term risk is significantly lower than that for the
AR(1)-BC model for the transient period. The simulated
higher inflows in the PDO-IPO negative state result in
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Schematic of Palaeoclimate + Observed Data
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VicDRIP Victorian Drought Risk Inference Project
vicdrip.org
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Palaeoclimate proxies: diligent recorders of past climate
Tree rings

• Biological and geological indicators of pre-instrumental
climate variability on seasonal–centennial timescales. e.g.
tree rings, corals, ice cores, lake and cave sediments
• Best records for understanding rainfall variability are high
temporal resolution i.e. seasonally–annually resolved
palaeoclimate records to extend the instrumental climate
record centuries into the past

Ice cores

Drilling Porites sp.

Sources: NOAA World Data Center –Palaeoclimatology;
Eric Matson, Australian Institute of Marine Science
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Coral banding
slide courtesy Dr Joelle Gergis

Palaeoclimate source data network

•
•

Statistically significant relation to broad scale drivers
Trade off between skill, temporal/spatial resolution of target
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Pages2k network

Palaeoclimate source data network

•
•

Statistically significant relation to broad scale drivers
Trade off between skill, temporal/spatial resolution of target
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Pages2k network

Broad Motivating Factors

Compounding challenges:
1. High variability and persistence
2. Changing rainfall patterns
3. Growing populations
April–October rainfall deciles 1996–2015

4. Short observed records
5. High vulnerability to decadalmultidecadal “megadroughts”
6. Uncertainty from climate change

October–April rainfall deciles 1995–2016.

State of the climate report 2016, BoM

Rainfall reconstructions for Australia’s Natural
Resource Management (NRM) regions

Reconstructions of Australian regional
rainfall, based primarily on remote
palaeoclimate proxies and their
association with climate drivers
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Freund et al. 2017, Clim. Past

Trajectories to 1.5°C: Modulation by PDV
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Henley and King 2017, GRL

Motivation – examples of hydrological impacts

Pui et al (2011)
wetness
FFECT Antecedent
DESIGN FLOODS IN AUSTRALIA

King et al (2013) Extreme rainfall in Eastern Australia
IPO negative

IPO positive

W05554

Figure 1. (a) Map of correlation coefﬁcients between October–March SOI and October–March Rx5day index. The boxed
Stewart
et al (2005)
region is the area of
study called
eastern
Australia (EA). (b–d) Scatterplots
of October–March
SOI and October–March
Kiem
et al
(2003)
Rx5day in all seasons, IPO-positive seasons, and IPO-negative seasons,Streamflow
respectively. Linestiming
of best ﬁt, calculated using
JOURNAL OF CLIMATE
18
NSW
ordinary least
squares regional
regression, are flood
shown forindex
(red) El1148Niño and (blue) La Niña
years with corresponding slope Vvalues.
The correlation (Spearman’s rank, r) and the signiﬁcance of the ﬁt (p value) are also shown. Notable seasons of particularly
strong precipitation or strong La Niña conditions are marked in green, as shown only in Figure 1b.
OLUME

associated with larger values of Rx5day (Figure 1b), with index were lower than those seen during many other seasons
positive, statistically signiﬁcant correlations. Correlations also. Although the extreme rainfall of 2010–2011 led to disasin El Niño seasons are comparatively small and nonsigniﬁ- trous ﬂooding, this analysis suggests that other strong La Niña
cant. These results agree well with Cai and van Rensch seasons have led to similarly intense rainfall previously.
[2012b], who assessed summer season total rainfall anoma[15] Extreme rainfall in eastern Australia may also be
lies in SE Queensland. We have extended this to show that inﬂuenced by variability in the Paciﬁc Ocean on longer time
and APIratio < 1 (blue) for (a) west and (b) east
theAustralia.
relationship holds for a much larger area and speciﬁcally scales. To determine whether the IPO has an effect on
the asymmetric ENSO-extreme rainfall teleconnection, the
for extreme rainfall events.
[14] The 2009–2010 season stands out as having the greatest relationship between SOI and Rx5day was determined sepaRx5day
value for ainclude:
strong El Niño
season.Arblaster,
The three strongest
ratelyKiem,
for IPO-positive
and IPO-negative
seasons
(Figures 1c
Other
studies
Meehl,
Cai, Qian,
Verdon-Kidd,
Salinger,
Folland
@benhenley
La Niña seasons (1973–1974, 1975–1976, and 2010–2011) and 1d). During the IPO-negative (La Niña–like) phases

Come and say hi!

Future connections:
•
•
•
•
•

What would you like us to look at?
What are you most concerned
about?
Come and talk to me if you want
data, plots, papers
Lots of research momentum,
several proposals under
assessment, fingers crossed!
Email me, say hi on twitter, check
out our articles on The
Conversation
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